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News from the Unitarian Church of Lincoln •

Stranger Share Our
Fire Service
Sunday, December 13 • 10:00AM on YouTube
Come and gather ‘round the Parking Lot as we
collect the gifts that we bring to share with our
partners in the community. The tables will be set up
in the parking spaces in front of the Preschool Play
area on the west side of the building. You will not
come into contact with anyone, you can drop your
items and go.

December 2020

• Money for the Homeless Coalition to provide
backpacks for unsheltered homeless persons to
keep their cold weather item in. Donations of all
amounts are appreciated (the durable backpacks
cost about $40 per backpack). If you wish to
donate, please make a check to UCL with
"Backpack Project" written in the memo line.

• Hygiene & Household Items for Fresh Start
(Kleenex, toilet paper, disinfectant, laundry soap,
deodorant, body wash, bus passes, gas cards.)

ON Sunday, Dec 6 and Sunday, Dec 13 from 2:00 to
5:00PM bring your donations of:

• Food for the Food Bank (Eastridge Food Pantry
in our neighborhood has temporarily suspended
operation)

• Warm winter items for CenterPointe and
Community Action Program (all sizes/adult and
kids jackets, scarves, mittens, gloves, hats)

Congregational Meeting
Sunday, Dec 13 • 11:00AM • Zoom
Members - please plan to meet with us on Zoom for the Winter Congregational Meeting Sunday,
December 13 after the Service. There are two important issues on the agenda you won’t want to miss.
We will be asking for consensus on the 2021 Budget recommended by the Board of Trustees. We will
also be seeking approval of the nomination of two people to the Nominations Committee. Nominees
information is on page 8 of this Beacon.
If you have any questions please contact the office admin@unitarianlincoln.org.
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From the Minister
Pandemics end. “The end may be near for the
pestilence that has haunted the world this year.
Good news is arriving on almost every front:
treatments, vaccines, and our understanding of
this coronavirus,” Zeynep Tufeki writes in The
Atlantic. We now know not just that pandemics
end, but how this pandemic will end. And: “We
have reasons to celebrate, but—and you knew
there was a but—a devastating surge is now under
way. And worse, we are entering this dreadful
period without the kind of leadership or
preparation we need, and with baseline numbers
that will make it difficult to avoid a dramatic rise in
hospitalizations, deaths, and potential long-term
effects on survivors.”

But the good news is this: There are likely fewer
pandemic days ahead of us than behind us. There
is significant good news about potential vaccines,
and treatments. The next months will be critical to
our community, but we are not asked to make an
open-ended sacrifice. In a daily update last week, I
put it this way: If the pandemic were a baseball
game, we are now in the 7th inning. While we are
getting nearer to the end, as an Orioles fan, I can
tell you with some authority that many, many
baseball games are lost in the 9th inning.
This is the time where the world as it is and the
world as it could be are in flux. The world will be
different six months from now. What that world
will look like, and how we remember the winter
before we got a vaccine, depends on our actions
today.

This moment, when as we see both the end of the
pandemic on the horizon and the sharp increases
in infections in Lincoln, is a fraught one. As we go
into the holiday season, the danger from
COVID-19 has never been higher. At the time of
writing, Lincoln is closing in on 2,000 cases a weekan order of magnitude higher than two earlier
surges in the spring and fall. Because I live with a
significant immune condition, last week Stacie and
I made the difficult decision to pull Ailish out of
daycare and care for her at home until the case
rate falls.
Our priority as a church is the safety of our
members. Because of this, we will remain fully
online over the holidays. I know this is difficultDecember is a month of traditions, and we are
working to turn beloved in-person experiences
(Christmas Eve, Stranger Share our Fire, the
SoUUper Supper) into online formats.
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The Gates of Hope
Our mission is to plant ourselves at the gates of Hope—
…Not the cheerful, flimsy garden gate of
“Everything is gonna’ be all right.”
But a different, sometimes lonely place,
The place of truth-telling,
About your own soul first of all and its condition.
The place of resistance and defiance,
The piece of ground from which you see the world
Both as it is and as it could be
As it will be;…
-Rev. Victoria Safford
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Religious Growth & Learning Ministry
Stuffed Animal Sleepover!
While the church is empty, our stuffie friends will
play! Adults and children alike are invited to bring a
stuffed animal friend to the church and place in a
rubbermaid container outdoors. Drop off stuffies
December 19 and 20 from Noon to 5:00PM or
December 21 from 5:30PM-7:30PM. PLEASE be sure
this is a friend you can be without for an extended
period of time!
The animals will quarantine for 3 days before
playing with one another. Chelsea will record the
entertainment that ensues over LPS Winter Break,
and you will return to the church to pick up your
friend and wash upon returning home January 2 or 3
from Noon to 5:00PM or January 4 from
5:30PM-7:30PM. All stuffed animals must register.
More details and registration form will arrive in your
daily eblast and parent/guardian email from
Chelsea, or you may inquire further by emailing her
at: religiousgrowth@unitarianlincoln.org
Chelsea is willing to make special arrangements if
your friends cannot be dropped off at the church
during those windows of time.

Soup Supper
Our annual Soup Supper song and stories will
premiere as a special event from the church on
YouTube in December. More info in eblasts.

Sunday School in a Bag Round 2
2020 has required creative thoughts for Sunday
School! The theme this year has been: OPTIONS to
be able to accommodate the varying needs of
families in our congregation.
Along with 11:00AM Sunday School for K-5, 7:00PM
Wednesday Youth Group, and weekly resources
through emailing curriculum and YouTube videos
which parents and guardians can access at any time
according to their availability, I have been creating
"Sunday School in a Bag" lessons which are
delivered to the doors of those who registered their

children and indicated their interest in these
activities. Sixty more bags went out to UU children
and youth this last month.
The theme for these activities was our 2nd UU
Principle, "We believe in justice, equity, and
compassion in human relations." In terms which
children can easily understand, this is simplified to:
"Be kind in all you do"
Lessons were divided between our K-5 students,
and separate bags for our middle and high school
students. Both bags included:
* A piece of chalk to write a kind message on the
sidewalk
* A pre-stamped card to write a thank-you letter
* Thirty days of kindness sheet
* Thirty days of gratitude sheet
Our K-5th graders also received lesson plans:
* Materials to make a friendship bracelet
* Supplies for a Thanksgiving-themed placemat
* Kindness coupons to hand out
* A journal to write down gratitude thoughts
Our Middle and High School students received:
* Magnet words to put a message for their families
on the fridge
* A kindness sticker for their laptop or otherwise
* A mask donated from a church member
* A car window poetry activity
If you’ve been enjoying these activities, please let
me know, or post photos of your family having fun
to our Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram pages. If you
didn’t sign up but have decided you would like to
be a part of the next round, please email me and I
can add you to our list.
I am so grateful to be a part of this church
community. I miss seeing you all at church, but am
thankful to have the opportunity to connect in many
different ways.
Peace, Faith, and Love, Chelsea
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Family Spotlight
In an effort to stay connected with UU families
this year, we will occasionally 'spotlight' people in
our community. If you are a member of the church
with small children in our Sunday School program,
please sign up for a day when your family can be
highlighted in our newsletter at this link: https://
www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0d49a5ab2ea5fe3family

Jake began his ninth year at Peru State College, a
year unlike any other! Lindsay started a new job in
October, 2020 with Nebraska Children & Families
Foundation as an Assistant Vice President, Early
Childhood, working to support access and quality
for early childhood programs throughout the
state. She continues to teach flute in their home
studio, but misses performing with Coro di Flauti.

Peace, Faith, and Love, Chelsea

There are so many elements of our church
community that we miss. We had intentions of
having the child dedication for Ainsley this year,
which was such a wonderful way to bring our
families together for Aurora, so we will wait until
we’re able to do so in person to celebrate
together. Attending the Christmas Eve service
(and then picking up Chopsticks for dinner) has
been a tradition for us for many years, and we will
absolutely miss this experience (but will take the
opportunity to travel to VA to see Lindsay’s family,
and will still enjoy Chinese carryout). We miss
seeing all the children that are close in age to ours
continue to grow up together, and while we often
can’t engage in conversation because we’re
chasing kids, the looks of shared experiences are
passed between us and other parents, and that
commiseration is often the boost we need to
focus on the the joy in this crazy time of our life.

The Bartlett Family
Jake (39), Lindsay (35), Aurora (5) and Ainsley (16
months) make-up the (human) part of the Bartlett
family. As many know, 2019 was quite the
challenge for our family so we had high hopes for
2020. Jake went through a battle with lymphoma,
we had loss in his family and other health
concerns, and the light at the end was the
pregnancy and complication free arrival of Ainsley
in July, 2019. Although 2020 has been stressful,
we are grateful that so far we’ve been able to
come out relatively unmangled - perhaps 2019
provided us with needed perspective to make it
through.
Life with young children always brings change,
and a pandemic certainly hasn’t slowed them
down! Aurora started kindergarten in August right
after turning five. Given the situation surrounding
COVID, we chose to send her to Trinity Infant &
Childcare which houses an accredited
Kindergarten program, and she’ll be able to
“transfer” into LPS next year. Ainsley will
transition into the toddler classroom in January at
Dimensions when she hits 18 months. We have
been very impressed with how both programs,
which are staples in the early childhood
community in Lincoln, have handled the
pandemic.

Lindsay has been a member of the church for over
ten years - during which she’s served as Board
President, RGL assistant, and Preschool Room
lead (and certainly we’re forgetting something).
We brought our children here to have a place to
raise our family with like minded people,
supporting each other and the community around
common values. We’re taking this time to lean in
to our family, and look forward to coming
together again with this community when it’s safe
to do so.
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MU SIC NEWS
"This will be our reply to violence: to make music
more intensely, more beautifully, more devotedly
than ever before." - Leonard Bernstein
Bernstein spoke these words in 1963 just after the
death of John F. Kennedy, at a New York fundraiser.
Just as that became a signpost of American life
("Where were you?"), just as 9/11 did so many years
later, it seems like we are living through a "where
were you" moment in history right now.
The response of artists in times like these is crucial
albeit secondary - we are not first responders. Our
responsibility is not the immediate tending of
wounds, so what is the role of an artist in these
times? Or, to make the question easier for me to
answer (it's my column, I can take liberties) what is
the musician's role?
I like to think of all of us bards as a kind of societal
rebar; the concrete is doing the heavy lifting, no
doubt, but that extra support makes all the
difference. The medicine administered by music is
not direct, we do not apply cures directly. What we
do instead, and this goes for artists of every kind, is
to put some good out in the world and hope it finds
the person who needs it. The nurse after double
shifts, the postal worker under constant scrutiny,
the BIPOC and LGBTQIA living in a divided country
that thinks their very humanity is up for discussion.
Music has a way of cutting through the bull. It was
the first thing integrated in America and it
consistently stands as a bulwark against fascism.
Take a look at any history of the most brutal regimes
on this planet and their reigns of terror - restrictions
on art and music abound.
Friends, we face a long lonely winter full of
unknowns. What does the future hold? Look to your
favorite artists, support their endeavors. They have
a pretty good idea of what can be; they've been
dreaming about it for awhile. All you have to do is
listen.

Member and Admin
Ministry
UU Connect
From Kelly Ross

Are you feeling disconnected from others? Join a
UU Connect group! UU Connect groups meet
weekly for about 40 minutes as a way to check in
with one another and maintain that feeling of
connection. These groups were formed in March
2020 as a response to the pandemic. We have the
capacity to add several new groups next month,
so if you are interested in joining, please contact
Kelly Ross at memberadmin@unitarianlincoln.org

Financial Literacy
Series in 2021
In October, the Lincoln Unitarian Foundation
(LUF) Committee hosted a virtual financial literacy
presentation on the “SECURE Act of 2019: What
is it and how can it impact me?” Based on the
participation and feedback from that educational
session the Committee will continue the Financial
Literacy presentations in 2021. They will be held
quarterly. Possible topics include: socially
responsible investing; making a will work for you;
smarter charitable giving; and estate planning. If
you would like to learn more on a specific topic
related to financial literacy, please contact a
member of the LUF Committee. Committee
members are: Linda Brown, Gary Colvin, Gene
Hanlon, Trish Lanning, Dorothy Ramsey, Kristi
Wamstad and Alan Worth

Be well, and stay warm!
All the best, Bob Fuson, DMA
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Program Council Corner
From Karen Heafer, Program Council Chair
The Program Council is moving ahead on two
projects that the Board of Trustees has approved.
ordering a bench for the interior of the building
and the repairing the concrete of the parking lot
entrance. In future meetings, Cluster Leaders
consider program ideas that could be funded by
the Anniversary Fund of the Foundation. At the
last meeting Heather Fox provided information
about the process of continuing to be designated
a Welcoming Congregation. We will be thinking of
ways to incorporate LGBTQA awareness into the
body of the congregation.

Cluster Profile: Social
Events & Adult Programs
The Social Events and Adult Programs (SEAP)
Cluster provides activities for adult members of
our church community from monthly dinner
gatherings (6300 Club) and discussion groups
(male liberation, transgender parenting) to
workshops and classes. Topics have included
institutional racism, climate change, facilitating
end of life wishes, and spiritual engagement. All
the SEAP groups have places for church members
and friends to provide inspired leadership and
participation. Talk with Carrie or Duncan, the
cluster area representatives, or send them a note
at (holloways5@yahoo.com ) and
(frankcase4346@gmail.com). Watch for
announcements of virtual “zoom tables' following
services during the month of December.
Over fifteen groups and committees serve this
cluster area. Here is a current list with their
contact person(s). Carrie and Duncan will be glad
to put you in touch with any of these groups that
may interest you or you can find the full list HERE.

Group/Committee

Contact Person

Adult RGL

Duncan Case

Bookstore

Denise Dickeson

Library

Meg Mering

Men's Discussion Group

Duane Polzien

Tai chi

Reed Maly

Way Station Concerts

Bob Fuson,
Roger Geery

Coffeehouse Game Night

Debra Hope

UU women's gathering

Marilyn Harker

Bridge Group

Corine Simon

Young Adult Programs

Richard Rawlings

Adult Game Night

n/a

Open Circles

Kelly Ross (staff)

Zen Meditation

Norm Simon

Buddhist Meditation

Burt Smith,
Duncan Case

Mens Potluck

Bruce Raymer

6300 Dinner Club

Linda Ager

Virtual Zoom Tables
As Zoom sessions are now offered following
services, it is possible that virtual tables could be
scheduled in a similar manner. Virtual post-service
discussion and feedback sessions as well as
“tables” for church committees and groups, could
be valuable in personalizing and facilitating
community interaction during the COVID
pandemic.
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Nominating News
From Kate McDougall
The Nominating Committee has identified two members to join their committee. If approved at the Winter
Congregational Meeting, each will serve a three year term. This committee is charged with finding church
members to serve on the Board of Trustees, the Program Council, and the Nominating Committee.

ARDEN ELI HILL

MOLLY PAYZANT

I’ve been a member for a little over five years. I
attended on and off before that. I’ve been involved
with pastoral care in the past. I was involved with
the young adult open circle until I aged out! I’m
now a part of the parents open circle.

I've been a church member since 2013, and assisted
a ton of times with RGL. That's about it.

My goals for the future of the church are to connect
enthusiastic people to positions where they can put
their skills and passions to use.
I teach in the English department at UNL and tutor
at SCC. This semester I’m teaching Composition
and Science Fiction literature where I get to
introduce students to genres like Afro-Futurism.
I’ve spent a lot of time outside hiking this past year
with my partner Rachel and our two kids. Our pets
include an innumerable amount of aquatic and
terrestrial snails.

My goals for the future of the church are for it to
continue to be a welcoming place for all to build
community. Better our community and essentially
be the change we want to see int he world.
I am vegan for eight years, vegetarian for thirty,
which is mind-blowing to me that I'm even old
enough to say that. Ha. I have three awesome kids:
River (8), Willa and Violet (almost 6 - twins). I'm the
biggest animal lover you'll meet. I dog sit and walk
in addition to my full time job of 23 years at
AllState as an analyst of sorts, and my passion is my
Arbonne business. We have botanically based,
vegan skincare, health & wellness products and are
a certified B corp. I love to stay busy and be
outside.
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Task Force for Dismantling White Supremacy
“What is the 8th Principle
and why is it a thing?”
In 2017, the General Assembly called the UUA Board
to appoint a commission study for potentially adding
an 8th Principle to our current 7 Principles. That 8th
Principle says:
We, the member congregations of the Unitarian
Universalist Association, covenant to affirm and
promote: journeying toward spiritual wholeness by
working to build a diverse multicultural Beloved
Community by our actions that accountably
dismantle racism and other oppressions in ourselves
and our institutions. (https://www.8thprincipleuu.org)

The 2017 General Assembly felt that issues of
racism and other oppressions are significant
enough to call these out specifically. The 8th
Principle is more than an aspiration of being
kind, inclusive, and loving to all people. It is a
call to action that impacts our spirituality and
community in ways that Principles 1 – 7 do not.
A conversation on the 8th Principle will be
scheduled for this coming Spring. If you don’t
want to wait to learn more about the 8th
Principle— its origin, why now, what does it
mean to be accountable, and other topics.....
https://www.8thprincipleuu.org/background.
From Lori Straatmann

Womens Book Group
From Diane Richards
The UU Women's Book Group will meet Saturday, November 14 at 10:00 AM via Zoom. The book is
"The Splendid and the Vile" by Eric Larson.
Join Zoom Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/91848027910?pwd=dndqdG5ScE1kd2VsaWxWamdPazl2UT09
Meeting ID: 918 4802 7910
Passcode: read
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Showing Up
for Social Justice
Helping the Homeless
This month we donated $700 from our budget and
individual contributions to the Homeless Coalition
to provide backpacks for unsheltered homeless
persons to keep their cold weather item in.
Thanks to all who have contributed thus far.

Other ways to help the homeless:
• Pine Ridge Winter Clothing and Blanket Drive:
Donate new and gently used coats, socks, gloves,
and blankets for the people of Pine Ridge, SD.
They can be dropped off at Goldenrod, Open
Harvest, Meadowlark Coffee, and Tamayta by
December 6. You can also donate money for the
cost of shipping the items - GOFUNDMELINK
• Kirk McManus has a monthly drive for the
homeless, donating to People’s City Mission.
Read more about his work and learn how to
donate - CLICK HERE.
As Trey Lusk notes: Homelessness is an intractable
social condition affecting over 1.5 million
Americans every year. In Lincoln alone, there were
nearly 450 homeless individuals (both sheltered
and unsheltered) during a single night in January
2019 per the "point in time count" of the Lincoln
Homeless Coalition (an annual census mandated
by the federal government that provides a
snapshot of homelessness in every community).
Especially during this increasingly cold time of
year, supporting the unsheltered persons on our
streets is vital. This work is coordinated by the
Street Outreach Team of the Lincoln Homeless
Coalition, which is an interagency team specially
trained in chronic homelessness.

To support the work of the Street Outreach Team,
the Social Justice Committee has partnered with
Matt Talbot Kitchen and Outreach (a lead street
outreach agency) to purchase highly durable
backpacks for unsheltered persons in Lincoln.
These backpacks are used to hold vital warm
weather items and the few personal possessions a
homeless person may own. The Social Justice
Committee is requesting donations for the
backpack purchases. To that end, we are pleased
to announce that this project has been selected as
a recipient of this year's "Stranger Share Our Fire"
campaign. Donations of all amounts are
appreciated (the durable backpacks cost about
$40 per backpack). If you wish to donate, please
make a check to UCL with "Backpack Project"
written in the memo line.
If you have any questions regarding this project,
please contact Trey Lusk or Michael Reinmiller.
Thank you in advance for your support!

Monthly Meeting
Tuesday, December 16 • 7:00PM • Zoom
All are welcome. If you would like to join us,
please contact Jackie Kehl jekehl@hotmail.com
and she will send you the Zoom link or check daily
eblasts.

Write Here! Write Now!
UUs for Social Justice took November off due
to the election. Stay tuned to the eblast and
Facebook Social Group for more information
about December’s letter writing focus.
Remember that you can use the information
from UUs for Social Justice to learn about the
issue and to submit your letter - uusj.org. Writing
and submitting is easy using their online form.
Just write you letter and click “send,” and it goes
to our House or Senate representatives. Or snail
mail your letter.
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The Story of Irish
Coffee Sunday

Lay Pastoral
Care Team Report

From Kathy Disney

From Elizabeth Meyer

Each month, the church's 150th anniversary
committee will highlight the story of some lesser
known aspect of our history. This is the story of
Irish Coffee Sunday.

The Lay Pastoral Care Team met in October to
explore how we can continue support of
congregants in the coming months—months that
appear unlikely to offer many options in terms of
activities and face-to-face encounters. Three
members of the team have volunteered to
participate in facilitator training for UU Connect
groups, to accommodate demand by members
and friends who might wish to join a group.

On the last Sunday of December every year, the
Unitarian Church of Lincoln serves Irish Coffee
along with the regular coffee after the service.
This tradition began in 1977 during a pulpit
exchange between our minister Charles Stephen
and the Rev. Leslie Evans of Leicester, England.
While Charles was in England for six months, our
congregation was served by Rev. Evans.
On the Sunday after Christmas of that year, he
shared his recipe for Irish Coffee with Earl and
Betty Dyer and they served it up and by all
reports, a good time was had by all. Earl has said
that the recipe is very simple – coffee, brown
sugar, whipping cream and a couple of
tablespoons of Irish whiskey. Earl and Betty
continued this tradition for over thirty years and
it has now been taken over by Peg and Larry
Pelter.
There are both “whiskied” and “non-whiskied”
versions available. Keeping this tradition alive for
over thirty years is the sort of thing that binds
our community together. We owe Earl and Betty
a debt of gratitude for starting and carrying on
and we owe thanks to Peg and Larry for
continuing what was started. To find more stories
and facts about our history, visit the church's
web site and click on the "About" tab to find the
150th Anniversary page. Also, stay tuned for
more Fireside Chats starting in January.

The Lay Pastoral Care Team also recognized,
especially as we move into a winter no longer
conducive to outside, six-feet-apart social
gatherings, that a phone call or Zoom chat may
be an important part of feeling connected to our
UU friends and acquaintances. Lay Pastoral Care
Team members signed up to place calls or to set
up Zoom chats with anyone who would like to
hear an “outside” voice. As one UU member said
when she answered the phone, “I love hearing
from anyone that doesn’t live with me!”
If you know someone who needs such a call, or
you would like to hear from someone “who
doesn’t live with” you, please let us know. During
the coming cold months—a time that for many
people feels like an arduous slog toward spring—
the Lay Pastoral Care Team is coordinating with
Friendly Faces and the Membership Umbrella to
ensure that members and friends can hear a
supportive voice. Email
pastoralcare@unitarianlincoln.org or call
402.405.6725 (Elizabeth) to start that connection
for someone you know or for yourself. We would
love to talk to you!
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Milestones,
Millstones
and Stepping Stones
Jack Furgason is now living at Independence House
2355 Superior Street #117. If you have questions,
please reach out to Aura Lee at 402.465.0657

Linda Hellerich has tested positive for Covid19. She
is currently living at Lancaster Manor. She is wellloved by the nurses there.

Charlie Ahern recuperating at home after minor
surgery and a night in the hospital.

Check the online directory for phone numbers and
addresses if you would like to make contact with
these members.

Mary Ann Meisner had outpatient surgery in
November also and she is doing well.

The Beacon is published monthly. Newsletter deadline for submissions is the 18th of each month to
news@unitarianlincoln.org. The Beacon is available online at www.unitarianlincoln.org/newsletter.

Staff
Rev. Oscar Sinclair, Minister • minister@unitarianlincoln.org
Rev. Fritz Hudson, Minister Emeritus • fhudson@uuma.org
Rev. Kimberley Debus, Affiliate Minister • kdebus@uuma.org
Chelsea Krafka, Religious Growth Dir. • religiousgrowth@unitarianlincoln.org
Jean Helms, Administrative Director • admin@unitarianlincoln.org
Dr. Bob Fuson, Music Director • music@unitarianlincoln.org
Kelly Ross, Member & Admin Coordinator • MemberAdmin@unitarianlincoln.org

Board of Trustees

Trevor Jones, President
Lori Straatmann, Vice-President
Dan Payzant, Secretary
Schuyler Geery-Zink
Colleen Kadleck
Judy Hart
Tonya Haigh
Burt Smith
Keith McGuffey
Emily Cameron Shattil, Past President
Theresa Forsman, Treasurer (Board Appointed)

Other Key Leaders

Wendy Hestermann, Vice-Treasurer
Karen Heafer, Program Council Chair

Church Office
6300 A Street
Lincoln, NE 68510
Phone: 402.483.2213
(Voicemail not checked daily)
Building closed due to COVID-19 until
further notice

